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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The present work continues our study of stationary localized solutions of the AC-driven, 
damped nonlinear Schrodinger equation: 

(1) 

Originally proposed as an amplitude equation for small-amplitude breathers in charge
density-wave materials in the presence of an applied AC field (1], this equation reappeared 
later in a variety of contexts. Among these are breathers in long Josephson junctions [2] and 
ferromagnetic chains with an applied microwave field (3], and solitons in the rf-driven plasma 
[4, 5]. More recently, Eq.(1) was used to describe temporal and spatial soliton propagation 
in a single-mode fiber ring cavity in the presence of an input forcing beam (6]. 

It was demonstrated by a simple semiphenomenological argument that solitons of Eq.(l) 
may bind together to form bound states [7, 8]. Independently, a similar prediction was 
made on the basis of the adiabatic equations of the Inverse Scattering-based perturbation 
theory [9]. Subsequently, these bound solitons were observed in direct numerical simulations 
of the full time-depend~nt NLS equation (1) (9, 8]. However, the above results are only 
valid for small h and 1 , and either do not discriminate between the two solitons (\Jt+ and 
q, _) exhibited by Eq.(l) or focus on the stable soliton (\Jt _) only. The applicability of the 
collective coordinate approach to the soliton dynamics is not unquestionable either; its main 
drawback is that it is only appli~able to widely separated solitons. It is fitting to note here 
that our results presented below are not always in agreement with the collective coordinate 
predictions. 

It is the aim of the present work to study bound states in more detail, and without 
assuming the smallness of hand 1 . Since for 1 =J. 0 the system (1) is not conservative, it is 
not obvious how one could define the binding energy. For this reason we avoid using the term 
kbound state" and refer to these objects as "collective states", "multisoliton complexes" or 
simply "multisoliton solutions". By doing this we are trying to emphasize the fact that the 
multisoliton complexes are not necessarily stable, a property that would be imperative for 
bound states. We will study a variety of soliton associations: q, _ with q, _ (we denote this 
complex q,(--)); \Jt+ with \Jt+ (denoted q,(++)); q,(-+), \Jt(+-+), q,(---), q,(-+-), \Jt(+++)·etc. 

This paper has grown out of our attempts to tie up several loose ends left in our previous 
publication [10]. Those open problems concerned the domain of existence of the q,_ soliton 
for large 1 ( 1 :2': 1/2). Consequently, in the present article we concentrate on the case of 
strongly damped equations, 1 :2': 1/2. We are planning to return to the case of the weak 
damping in future publications. 

The paper is organized as follows. The next two subsections contain some technical 
preliminaries: in Sec.1.2 we give explicit formulas for the background flat-locked solution and 
in Sec.1.3 introduce the bifurcation measure that will be used throughout the paper. Sec.2 
is devoted to the bifurcation of the q, _ soliton, the problem carried over from the previous 
paper [10]. For the case of the weak damping, 1 ~ 1/2, we construct the q, + and q, _ solitons 
as asymptotic series in the vicinity of the upper boundary of their domain of existence. The 
asymptotic analysis serves to confirm the numerical conclusions of (10], namely that the 



'1i+ solution merges with the flat background while the lji_ goes over to a finite amplitude 
solution decaying as a power law. Proceeding to the strong damping, 1 :::: 1/2, we report a 
new phenomenon: instead of becoming a power-law decaying function, the w·_ soliton turns 
into a new branch of three-soliton solutions. This branch appears to be not unique; a host of 
other localized solutions is presented in Sec.4. Before that we describe a simple variational 
formalism (Sec.3) which is then used to identify different localized solutions as two- and 
three-soliton complexes. Our key result is the bifurcation diagram Fig.5 illustrating links 
and relationships between all soliton complexes obtained so far. 

1.2 Flat Background 

As in [10] we fix, without loss of generality, n = 1 and make the transformation iJi(x, t) = 
eit1jJ(x, t), reducing Eq.(1) to an autonomous equation 

i'lpt + '!fxx -1jJ + 2l1Pl21P = -i11jJ - h. (2) 

The advantage is that we will be able to deal with time-independent solutions instead of 
periodic ones. The time-independent solutions of Eq.(2) satisfy 

'!fxx - 'Ip+ 2\1jJl 2 1P = -i11P - h; (3) 

this is the equation that we are going to study in this paper. We first recall briefly some facts 
about the fiat-locked ( or continuous-wave) solutions to Eq.{1 ), i.e. homogeneous solutions of 
Eq.{3). It is convenient to decompose 1Po as 1Po = y'po exp ( i0) ; then 

tan0 = --1-, 0 < 0 <'If,. 
1 - 2po - -

· and p0 is a root of the following cubic equation: 

4pg - 4p~ + {1 + 1 2 )p0 - h2 = 0. (4) 

Approximate [5, 11] and numerical [12] solutions of Eq.{4) are available for small hand 
1· The analysis for general h and 1 is presented in our previous publication [10]. Although 
we did not write out explicit formulas for the roots, we identified regions of characteristic 
behaviour of the roots on the (h,1)-plane, and gave analytic expressions for boundaries 
between these regions. In fact, explicit solutions can be easily found in reference books; we 
list them here since they prove useful in calculations. 

An explicit formula for the roots is written in terms of coefficients of the associated 
incomplete cubic equation, 

y3+Py+Q = 0, 

where y = p0 - 1/3, and the coefficients are given by 

p = ~ ( 12 - D , 
and 

Q -1(2 1 2) - 12 1 + 9 - 3h · 
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The number of real (positive) roots varies with hand 1· Two characteristic regions of 1 can 
be identified as follows. 

First, when 1 S 1/./3, the coefficient Pis negative, and Eq.(4) may have three or one 
real positive root, depending on how h compares with h+ and h_, where 

h±=h±('i') 

{ }

l/2 
= ½h2 + ½) ±. ½✓H½ - 12)3 

If his greater than h+ or smaller than h_, the discriminant of Eq.(4), 

1) = -lOS { (fr + ( ~r} . 
is negative and the equation has only one real root: 

l ( p)l/2 
Po== 3- 2 -3 sin2a' 

where 

( 
/3)1/3 

tan a= tan 2 (la\ s ~), 
and 

sin/3 = ! (-f Y/2 (1/31 s i) · 
Here positive values of Q, a and /3 correspond to h < h_ and 

1 1~32 Po< - - -y 1 - "T· 
3 3 

Negative Q, a and /3 pertain to h > h+ and 

1 1 ~ 
Po > J + JV 1 - 312

• 

(5) 

(6) 

If 1 S 1/./3 and h falls between h_ and h+, the discriminant (6) is positive and there 
are three positive roots, O < p~1

) < p~2
) < p~3

) : 

p~l) = ~ - 2 (-~)l/2 COS(~ - ~) 
3 3 3 3 ' 

(2) 1 ( p) 1/2 (Q 'If) 
Po = 3 - 2 -3 cos 3 + 3 ' 

l ( p)l/2 
p~3) = 3 + 2 -3 cos i-, 
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where 

cos a= 
Q/2 

(-P/3)3/2 
(0SaSn). 

It is not difficult to find the ranges of the above roots: 

1 1 3 - 3✓1 - 3,2 s p~l) s p_(,); 

where 

P-(,) S P~
2

) S P+b); 

(3) 1 1 ~ 
P+b) S Po S 3 + 3v 1 - 3,-, 

1 1 
P±b) = 3 ± 6✓1 - 3,2. (7) 

In the second region, when 1 2: 1/../3, the coefficient Pis positive, discriminant negative 

and we only have one real (positive) root: 

1 (p)l/2 
Po = - - 2 - cot 2a 

3 3 ' 

where 

( 
/3)1/3 

tan a= tan 2 (1a1::::D, 

and 

tan f3 = ~ ( f Y/2 

(1/31 s ;) . 

This completes the description of the flat solutions of Eq.(3). 

1.3 Bifurcation measure 
In order to describe transformations and bifurcations of solutions to Eq.(3) quantitatively, we 
need a real-valued functional which would represent solutions as points in R

1
. In our previous 

publication [10] we used the value \v,(0)12 as a bifurcation measure. The disadvantage of this 
measure is that it is very sensitive to numerically-induced shifts of the solution as a whole: 
if;(x)-> v,(x - x

0
). Also it completely disregards the variation of the soliton's shape away 

from the point x = 0 while it is the soliton's "wings" that change most significantly as new 
solitons attach to the multisoliton state. For these and some other reasons which will become 
clear below, we find it useful to replace the single-point measure by an integral characteristic 

of solutions. 
Using Eq.(2) it is straightforward to verify the following relation: 

dE 
dt + 21 E = 

2, j {li/J\4 -~(if;+-;J)-lv,ol4 +~(1Po+-;Jo)}dx, (8) 

4 

I 

1 
i 

wlwre 

\ E = J { li/Jxl2 + li/•12 - 1014 
- h(,j, + -;J)

-liJ,ol2 + 11i'•ol 4 + h( iJ,o + -;J0)} dx. (9) 

\\ilwn 1 = 0, llw quantity E is consPrV<·d and represents the <"nergy of tllP system. In 
this cast> it is a natural candidat<" for the bifurcation nwasure. WP have found it useful to 
n·t ain R Eq.(9) as a bifurcation measure even in the case I fc 0, when it is not co11sen·t•d. 
,\!though the meaning of this quantity is not sO"ohvious now, we will still be referring to£ 

as t>tH'rgy. 
\\ihe11 ,j• is a time-indqH'ndent solution, we have dE/dt = 0 and Eq.(8) givrs a useful 

r<'prPsentation for the energy of static solutious: 

E = j {li/•1 4 
- ~(,j, +-;J)- li/•ol 4 + 

+~(V'o + "00 )} d.r. 

2 Bifurcation of the 'l/J_ soliton 

(IO) 

\Ve start with returning to a qurstion rPmainPd unanswPred in our prrvious publication [IO]. 
There, WP attempted to find, numPrically, th<" npper boundary of thP do111ain of exislPnce of 
tlw iJ,+ and ,f•_ solitons. 

2.1 Types of the asymptotic decay 

111 order to find the upper boundary, it is usrful to cousider first the asymptotic region, 
1-r[ -> oo. The solitons decay to the value 1!'o exponPntially: 

1!'±(x) - 1/>o ~ e(-p+ik)lxl as lxl-> oo, 

where p, k > 0 aml the complex exponent K = -p + ik satisfi<"s [10] 

(1.2)1,2 = I - 4li/'ol2 ± J4li/>ol 4 
- 12- (II) 

Both (K2)i,2 are negative for certain li/'ol2 and hencP there rnn be no solitons with tll('S<" 
asymptotic values. In the region 1 > 1/../3 this happens for lv'ul2 > 1/2; in tlw r<"gion 
1/2 < 1 < I/../3 both K 2 are negative for 1 /2 < li/•012 < p_ and for li/•ol 2 > P+: finally. in the 
region 1 < 1/2 this situation takes placr for li/•ol2 > P+· Next, when li/'ul 2 lies lwtW<"<"n {'
and P+ (where P- and P+ are as in Eq.(7)), one root (1.2 )i is positiw and th<" oth<"r 011<" (K

2
) 1 

negative. There can, in principle, exist solutions with such asymptotic vahws. llowevn. 
no11e were fouud [10]. Furthermore, flat solutions with P- < li/'ol 2 < P+ an· unstable [10]. 
and hence these solitons would be of little interest even if existPd_. 

There are two ranges of li/•ol2 when' solitons ca•1 exist. The first 01w is li/'ol 2 < 1 /"2 (for 
all 1 ). Here both (K2 )i,2 are complex yielding nonzero)! and k. The solitons UJl(lc-rgo an 
oscillatory decay to the flat background, with the decay rate 

2 - I - 411/>al . ~)012
)
2 + , 2 

- 41 11'01 4 

1' - 2 + 2 
(1"2) 
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j 
·l 

·=i 

an<l the wa\'enumber of undulations 

k = _,_J-'1_2 
_-_4_:_.:l 'P_o.:_1

4 

2p 
(13) 

For 1 < 1/2 there is also another range: 1/2 < l,t,0 12 < P-· Here both K
2 

are positive, and 
solitons approach their asymptotic values monotonically (k = 0), with the decay exponent 

p2 = I - 4l,t,ol2 - ✓4l,t,ol 4 - 12 • 

The inequality l1Pol2 < 1/2 can be rewritten ash< h.(,) where 

. h.(,) = (,3 - 12 + 1/2)112, 

(14) 

(15) 

and now we can summarise our conclusions in terms of h and T For small 1, 1 < I /"2, the 
1•+ and 1/,,_ solitons can only exist for h < h+. They exhibit two types of asymptotic decay: 
monotonic for h. < h < h+ and oscillatory for h < h •. The corresponding decay rates are 
given by Eqs.(14) and (12), respectively. On the contrary, in the region 1 > 1/2 the decay 
is always oscillatory. Here there can be no localized solutions above the value h = h •. For 
h < h., the decay exponent is given by Eq.(12) and the wavenumber of the asymptotic 

undulations by Eq.(13). 

2.2 Weak damping, -y < 1/2 

Now we are prepared to discuss soliton transformations in the vicinity of the upper boundary. 
Assume -1 is smaller than 1/2 and fixed. Ash increases to the value h+, where h+(,) is given 
by Eq.(.5), the decay exponent p, Eq.(14), goes to zero. The fate of the two solitons, 'P+ and 
,;,_ turns out to be different. 

The amplitude of the 'P+ soliton was observed to decrease while its characteristic width 
was increasing and eventually the 1P+ was seen to merge with the flat solution: 1P+(x)-> ip0 

as h j h+. On the contrary, the soliton ,j,_ retained a finite amplitude and remained well 
localised in this limit (though the decay exponent p did tend to zero). We were able to 
obtain this solution in a very near vicinity of the point h+. (More precisely, we were able 
to find the ip_ with the asymptotic value l•i'>ol2 deviating not more than by 10-

3 
from the 

curve p_(,). In terms of h, this means that the upper boundary is given by h+(,) to within 
the accuracy of order 10-6 .) This implies that as h -> h+, the soliton 1P- transforms into 
a localised solution decaying as a power of x. (There is a very subtle question of whether 
the ,t,_ exists arbitrarily close to h+, i.e whether this power-law decaying solution is actually 

reached. This point is discussed in section 5.) 
These numerical observations can be substantiated by constructing the solitons 1P+ and 

,j,_ as asymptotic series for h ---+ h+. Letting 1/;(x) = 1/;0 (x)[l + 8x(x)], substituting into 
eq.(2) and keeping up to quadratic terms in 8x = u + iv, yields 

L ( U ) = ( Uxx ) + 2l1Pol2 ( 3u
2 
+ v

2 
) , 

V Vxx 2uv 
( 16) 

where the matrix 

( 
1 - 6l,JJol

2 
'Y ) 

L = -1 1 - 2li/;ol2 · 
(17) 

6 
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Assume that h approaches h+ from below; then we can define a small parameter t
2 by 

l,t,ol
2 = P-{,l - t

2
. (18) 

e matnx 2 u,;og ( 181, th • ' I ; + ' · L reads ) 

( ~- ½+½~ L = -1 ( ~ ~) = 
= Lo+ t

2 L1. (19) 

For h close enough to h+ (more precisely, for h between h. and h+) the deviation 8x(x) 
decays as e-plxl, with the positive exponent p being given by Eq.(14). As l1Pol 2 j P-, p tends 
to zero. Using ( 18), one finds 

2 6~ 2 p - t 
- 2✓1 - 3,2 - 1 ' 

that is, p ~ t. Consequently, we expand the small deviation 8x as 

( 
u(x) ) = ;_2 ( u1(z) ) + t4 ( u2(z) ) + ... 
v(x) v1(z) v2(z) ' 

(20) 

where z = tx. Substituting into eq.(16) and equating the coefficient at the power t
2 to zero 

yields 

or, equivalently, 

where 

Lo ( :: ) = 0, 

v1(x) = µu1(x), 

1-~ 
µ= . 

1 

Next, at the order t 4 we get 

Lo ( U2 ) = (!:__ _ Li) ( U1 ) + P- ( 3ui + Vi ) _ 
~ ~ ~ ~~ 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

This system of two linear algebraic equations is only solvable if the right-hand side is or
thogonal to the vector (u1 , -v1) in the sense of the R2-scalar product. (The vector (ui, -vi) 
is the zero-eigenvalue eigenvector of the conjugate matrix Lt.) This condition gives 

(1 - µ2) ~;
1 

- 2(3 - µ2)u 1 + 2p_(3 - µ
2 )u~ = 0, (24) 

where we have made use of (19) and (22). Since, as one can easily check, µ is smaller than 
1, the quantity 

2) 2 
2~=Zo 

3-µ2 
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is positive and we have two solutions of eq.(24) : 

3 
u+- --cc--, 

1 - 2p_ cosh2 (z/ zo) 
3 1 

U1 = 2p_ sinh2 (z/ z0 ) • 

These give rise to two different perturbations ox : 

ox+= 3(1 + iµ) / + O(t4), 
2p_ cash (tx/zo) 

0 - = 3(1 + iµ) t
2 

0( 4) X 2 + l . 
2p_ sinh ( tx / zo) 

The function ox+ is bounded for all x and so this perturbation of the flat background 
yields a true nonlinear solution valid for all x. As t -+ 0, this solution merges with the flat 

background and therefore, is nothing but the soliton 1P+· 
The function ox- grows indefinitely as x -+ 0; hence this perturbation gives only an 

asymptotic approximation of the solution, valid for large \x\ >> z0 • The asymptotic series 
(20) does not have to converge for all x. For those sufficiently large x where it does converge, 
the asymptotic solution 1Po(l + ox-) should be identified with the 'fP- soliton. Sending, -> 0 

for a fixed x, one gets 

ox--> 3(1 + iµ) 25 + O(t2 ). 

2 x2 P-
Thus, when h tends to the value h+, the 1P- soliton should approach a finite-amplitude 

solution with a power-law decay. 

2.3 'Y = 0: explicit solution 
As an illustration to the asymptotic and numerical analysis we consider the case 1 = 0. ln 

this case we have a pair of explicit solutions [13]: 

./, ( ) ol, ( 2 sinli2 a ) 'I'± X = '!'0 ] + ------- , 
1 ± cash a cash Ax 

(25) 

where a is defined by the magnitude of the driver: 

h _ _/2 cosh
2 

a 

- (1 + 2cosh2 a)3 l2
' 

(26) 

and '!po. and A are given by 

1 
'!po= --;c===== > 0, 

✓2(1 +2cosh2 a) 

_ 
1 

• _ ~ _ _/2 sinh a 
A - 21j)o smh a - y 1 - 6'tp0 - J · 

1 + 2cosh2 a 
(27) 
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Let now h -> h+ = ,j2fn or, equivalently, a -> 0. In agreement with the predktions of 
the asymptotic analysis, the ,j,+ soliton goes over to the flat solution while the v_ becomes 
a rational function: 

1 2.r 2 
- 9 

•1•-(.r)-+ y'62.r2 + ;j" (28) 

Tlws<' transformations arc> reflected by the behaviour of the energy. Substituting (2.3) 
into cq.( IO), the energy of the solitons ~,'± is given by 

whPr<' 

E+ = E[i/'+J = 8 sinhn+.:isinli2a-,13cosli2a 
_/2 ( I + 2 cosli2 a )3/2 

v 2 r- - '·'[ I l r,•+ oJr cash a , - r, ~•- = r, + J2 ( I + 2 cosli2 0 )3/2' 

/1 = arccos (-
1

). 
cash a 

(29) 

(:30) 

As/,-> h+ (n-> 0), the energy of the 1/•+ t,pll(Js to tlw energy of the flat solution (i.e. to 
2ern): 

E+ = C(h+ - h)5l 4 + 0 ((h+ - h)7l 4
), (:ll) 

wit.h C = ( 16/5)2118 3518 ;::o 6.934. On the contrary, the energy of the ,j•_ soliton tends lo 
a finite value which indicates that the ,;,_ does not flatten out but. approaches a localized 
solution with a power-law decay: 

- 81r (! 1)5"') E = r.c - 41r(h+ - h) + 0 ( l+ - 1 . 
3v6 

(32) 

2.4 Strong damping, 1 2: 1/2 

The situation in the region 1 2 1/2 turns out to be more complicated. In this region the 
decay rate is given by Eq.(12); as we nwntioned in subsection 2.1, it goes to r.ero ash-+ h. 
and l,J,0 j2 -> 1 /2. Similarly to the case 1 < 1/2, the 'fP+ soliton was observed to merge with 
tlw flat solution here. (We wPn' ahlP to find the V'+ arbitrarily close to the valut' h = h. ). 
lt was natural to expect the ,;,_ soliton to behaw similarly tot.he --y < 1/2 case as wdl. ,\s 
we have alrea_dy mention~d, in _th; region 1 :S: 1/2 we were ab I,• to find tll<' j- soliton with 
the asymptotic value \,j,0 j2 dev1atmg from the curve p_(,) not mon' than by I0- 3

• On the 
contrary, when 1 > 1/2, the upper boundary was found to digress quite subst.antiall:v from 
l,,J,,0 \2 = 1 /2. It has remained unclear in Ref.[10] what causes this digression and what finall~· 
happens to the ,j;_ soliton as h increases. 

In order to clarify the situation, we have designed a sixth-order num,·rical algorithm 
based on the continuous analog of Newton's method and performed an accurate st ndy oft lw 
neighbourhood of the point h = h.. (For r_eferences and a brief review of t.he m<'lhod, sc,· 
[IO].) Results of this study are presented in Figs.I-a. This more accurate anaI~·sis n·wakd 
that t.he reason why we were not able to approach thP point h = h. close ,·nough in Hd.[ I OJ. 
was the existence of a new turning point. At this point the ,;,_ brand1 t.nrns into a 11,·w 
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2.00 

1.50 

1.00 

0.50 

Fig.I The bifurcation diagram of the one-soliton solution for, = 0.52. At the point h = 
h. = 0.360843 (where \ij.,0 \2 = , /2 = 0.26) the soliton 1P+ detaches from the flat solution 
(whose energy is zero.) The point h,hr = 0.3318065 is a turning point; at this point the 1P+ 
soliton transforms into the ij.,_ solution. The ij.,_ soliton ceases to exist for h > 0.3607921 or, 
speaking in terms of the asymptotic values, for \ij.,0 \2 > 0.2544168. The question of what happens 
for h between h = o.:J607921 and h. = 0.360843, was left open in the previous publication [10]. 
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E E ,... 
2.2Jl 
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a. b 

Fig.2 Bifurcation to a three-soliton complex for , = 0.52. Two parts of this figure show 
a small neighbourhood of the point h •. The lower curve is the last segment of the if,_ branch 
from Fig.l. The solution corresponding to the upper curve is plotted in Fig.3. The part b is an 

enlarged portion of the part a next to the turning point. 
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Fig.3 Localised solutions corresponding to the three branches of the bifurcation diagram in 
Figs. 1 and 2. a,b) t/J+, the lowest branch; c,d) ij.,_, the middle branch; e,f) a new branch into 
which the t/J_ branch turns at the point h = 0.3607921. It is quite obvious from the comparison 
of the three sets of pictures that the last solution is a combination of "psi-minus" and two 
"psi-pluses". (Below we call this complex 1P{+-+)·) In these pictures, 1 = 0.52 and h = 0.34_65. 
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branch of localised solutions, see Fig.3 Solutions of this branch are nonlinear superpositions 
of three solitons: 1/J_ soliton in the middle and two VJ+ solitons at its sides. 

A more extensive search revealed the existence of a larger variety of multisoliton com
plexes. The corresponding energies are plotted in Fig.5 below (Sec.4.) Before proceeding 
to the description of the resulting bifurcation diagram, we introduce a simple variational 
formalism which will allow us to identify its various branches. 

3 Collective coordinate description 

We now present a simple semiphenomenological argument for the existence of soliton com
plexes, which would also allow to estimate their separation distances. It is convenient to 
consider three-soliton configurations first; the two-soliton state will be obtainable as a sim
ple particular case. We set up a trial function in the form of a linear combination 

1P11P2VJ3(x;z) = 1P1 + 1P2 + ip3- 21/Jo, (33) 

where 
1P1 = 1P1(x + z), 1P2 = 1P2(x), 'lp3 = ip3(x - z) 

are three different or identical solitons sitting at the points x = -z,O and +z, respectively. 
Here z is a positive value that is allowed to depend on time: z = z(t). We have to use a 
bit awkward notation ip11/J21/J3 in order to distinguish the linear combination of three solitons 
from the genuine three-soliton solution; our notation for the latter would be 1P(i23)· 

The damped driven NLS equation (1) follows from the stationary action principle 8S = 0, 
where 

and the Lagrangian 

comprises the kinetic 

and "potential" term 

S = J e2-rtL [1/J,~] dt 

L=T-E 

T = ~ j 00 

(1Pt~ - ~t'lf) dx 
2 -oo 

E = j {l1/Jxl2 + l1/Jl 2 - jipj4 
- h(ip + ~)

-l1/Jol2 + l1/Jol4 + h(1/Jo + ~o)} dx. 

Substituting the Ansatz (33) into Eqs.(35)-(37), we obtain for the kinetic term 

T = Tu + T33 + T13 + T12 + T23, 

where 
i. J {d1/;1 - - } Tu~ 2z. dx(1/;1 -1/J0) - c.c. dx, 
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(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

J 
l 
r 
\ 
) 

I 

and 

with 

i J { dt/•·3 - - } T3.1 = - 2= d; (i/•3 - 1/•0 ) - c.c. d.r, 

.,, i ·J{(di/•1- d-;f,1) }d 113=:y::: -r!•3 +1/.•1-. -c.c. x= 
_ d.r d.1 

= ~= (i/'1J.3 - ,j-3~1) 1:t::, 

.: du 
7'12 + T23 = 2 d::: 

u(:::) = i j { (02 - 00 ) (1/•1 + V•3) - c.c.} d:t. 

(.JO) 

(-ti) 

(-t:1) 

l11 tlw aliov!' formulas, 1/•1 = t/•i(.r + :::), 1/•2 = 1/•2(,r), and t/•:i = ~•3(.1· - :::) .. Tlw tt'rms 1'11 
,rnd Tn va.nish b,·ca\lst' t/•i(.r) and i/•:i(,r) an• <'V<'ll functions, and T13 = 0 because v 1 and l';i 

approach the sanw valuP 1/•0 at tlw plus and minus infinity. 
We now hav<' · 

L '::du E ) = 2d::: - ·(:::' 

wherP E = E[4•ii/•2i/•3(1·; :::)] is tlw functional (:!7) eva.luated at tlw linear rn111hi11ation (:l:l). 

Varyi11g the action (:31) yields 

d , d{Teff 
-(!; +,u) = - = O. 
d::: d::: 

(l:l) 

Eq.(4:l) is of the form of a constraint; it describt's only stationary solutions. \\',· rnuld han· 
<'asily made it dynamical just by adding one more time-dependent variable (lh<' canonically
conjugate momentum), but since we art' only interested in stationary conligmatio11s. Eq.(-1:l) 
is quit,, sufficient for our purposes. 

l11 the three-soliton cast>, we confine ourselves to symmrlric co11figuratio11s and assume 
that 1/>i(:r) = 1/;3(x). In this case tlw Ansatz (:l:l) describes two idPnt.ical solit.ons ~•1 (which 
can be either two 1/J+'s or two ,;,_'s) placed at thP distance 2: from 011<' anoth!'r, and a11 
additional soliton if,2 sitting symmetrically in between. The intnmediate solit.on can be of 
t.he same variety as thP two sick ones (like in V'(+++)) or of the diffn('Jlt. kind (<'.g. ~\+-+il· 
Not.ice that th!' function 

1/'1 + i/•3 = 1/11(:r + :::) + 1/11(:r - z) 

is even and so the term T12 + T23 does not necessarily have to be <'qua! to zero. 
The two-soliton case arises if we elimi11ate the middle soliton by let.ting t/•2 (.r) = ~'•0 : th<'n 

the quantity u vanishes. In this case w,· do not need to assume that 1/'t ( :r) == ~•:i( .r ): Vt and 
,;,

3 
can stand for any combination of 1/•+ and V'- solitons. Tlw Eul,·r-Lagra.ng,• eqnation (-1:l) 

reduces simply to 
dE =D. 
d::: 

(·11) 

This is almost the same varia.tio1ial principle as th,• one employed i11 [7. ~] (St'<' also [11].) 
Tlw only difference is that we are using the total energy (:l7) whil<' the authors of [7. ~] 
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Uett 0.17 

z 

-0.3 e-3 

Fig.4 The energy of the two-soliton linear combination IP-IP- = ij;_(x + z) + ij;_(x -
z)-,f,0 , as a function of the intersoliton separation, 2z. The energies of the other two-soliton 
linear combinations, 'P+'P+ and 'P-'P+, as well as of four symmetric three-soliton superpositions 
(1/,+IP+'P+, 1/J_if,_ij;_, 'P+'P-'P+ and 'P-'P+'P-) look qualitatively similar. 
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Fig.5 The bifurcation diagram featuring single-soliton, two-soliton and symmetric three
soliton solutions. 1. Notice that the branch ff-+>• departing from the triple turning point as a 
solid line, becomes dashed as it continues to the right. This is meant to indicate that we had 
to relax the residual of the numerical scheme as we advanced in the direction of larger h. We 
were unable to compute the solution at the dashed section with the residual {j less than ~ 10-6 

-10-5
_ 2. The branch 'P(+-+) (solid curve into which the branch ij;_ turns near the value h = h.) 

terminates at h !':::: 0.3465; we were unable to advance it further to the left. This solid curve 
partially conceals the branch 'P(+-+) (seconcl dashed curve from the bottom). The latter starts 

at about the same point as the curve 'P(+-+) but extends all way to the quartic turning point 

where it turns into the 'Pc-+-)· For those h where the complex IP{+-+> exists, the energies of the 

two orbits, 'P(+-+) and 'P(+-+)• are graphically indistinguishible. 
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utilised only the interaction term J /ij,/ 4dx. For small h and I this difference is unessential, 
but for larger values of these parameters there can be quantitative deviations. 

For small h and I the solitons can be approximated by explicit formulas. In this case, 
assuming a wide separation between the two solitons the integral (37) can be evaluated 
analytically [7, 8] and the equation (44) has a sequence of roots ("two-soliton orbits"), z,.: 

7r 
2zn=

2
k(2n-1), n=l,2,3, ... , (45) 

where k is the soliton's asymptotic wavenumber: 

ij,(x) - Ip□ ~ e(-p+ik)lxl as /xi-too. 

The above expression applies uniformly to all three two-soliton linear combinations ('i/,+'i/'+, 
¢.:.'ij,_ and 1P-1P+-) Although eq.(45) was derived for small h and I only, the general ar
gument behind this result is more general. It simply states that when two solitons are 
widely separated, the first soliton is only affected by the tail of the second one, and since the 
tails have undulations, the potential of interaction exhibits alternating minima and maxima 
[7, 8]. Consequently, eq.(45) with k defined by Eq.(12)-(13) can be used as an estimate for 
the two-soliton orbits for not only very small h and 1 . 

4 Multisoliton bifurcation diagram 

Using the numerically precomputed solitons ij,_ and ¢+, we have evaluated the effective 
potential of interaction U.rr = E + 1u for all three two-soliton and all four symmetric three
soliton combinations. The potential is shown, as a function of the inter-soliton separation 
z, in Fig.4. This particular figure corresponds to the 1P-1P- linear combination; however, for 
all other two and three-soliton combinations the potential looks qualitatively similar. The 
potential of the soliton-soliton interaction is attractive at short distances, and then intervals 
of attraction and repulsion alternate. As in the previous section, the con~ecutive points of 
extrema are denoted by Zn: z1 is a maximum, z2 a minimum and so on. A reservation that 
we have to make here is that it is only for sufficiently large intersoliton separations that the 
energy Ueff of the above linear combinations yields the true potential of the soliton-soliton 
interaction. 

The positions of the first three extrema obtained in this way, are given in Table 1 (second 
column). In the first column of this table we give the genuine values of the inter-soliton 
separation, i.e. the separations exhibited by the numerical solutions of Eq.(3). (Notice that 
in the two-soliton case, the separation distance between the solitons is 2z not z.) Finally, 
the third column contains the separation distances as obtained by the approximate formula 
(45). 

4.1 Two-soliton complexes 

Numerically we were able to find five different two-soliton complexes: four symmetric and 
one asymmetric. First of all, as depicted in Fig.5, two distinct two-¢+ soliton solutions 
detach from the flat solution at h = h •. These two complexes are only different in their 
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intersoliton separation distances (Fig.6). For the driver's strength h = 0.35 (which will be 
used as a ref Prence value throughout tlw paper), the corresponding separations are 2z1 ::::: 7.60 
and 2z3 ::::: 28.00. By comparing to the predictions of the variational analysis (which gives 
2z1 = 7.95, 2z2 = 18.20 and 2z3 = 28.45, see Table I) one of these solutions can be identified 
with the first orbit (we denote it 1,b/++)l and the other with the third, to be denoted 1.}++)· 
( Hence tl](' notation, z1 and z3 .) Surprisingly, WP wE'fe not ab IP to find, numPrically, t lw 
two-V'- soliton complex with thP solitons sitting at thP sf'Cond orbit, ::2 • 

Both numerically found two-1!'•+ soliton solutions are plotted in Fig.6. For the sake of 
comparison, WP plot the li1]('ar combination 1/>+(;r + .::) + 1/'•+(x - ::)-i/•0 for:; = z1 and ::3 

in the same picture. In plotting thesP linear combinations we take ::1 and ::3 to be equal 
to their munrrically obsrrvrd values, and not the maxima of the corresponding two-soliton 

interaction potential. 
As the driving strength, h, is decreased down to h,hr = 0.3318065 (which coincides with 

the threshold value for the one-soliton solution), the ,ff.++) complex turns into the solution 
which can be interprf'ted as i/'{--)" For our reference value of h, h = 0.35, the obsern·d 
intersoliton separation is 2::,1 ~ 26.20 whilP thP variational method gives 2::3 = 25.60. 

The threshold driving strength for the lowest orbit, iJ,/++)' lies significantly higher: 1i;h, = 

0.3:36837. Similarly to the higher orbit, the solution 11'•/++) transforms into the compll•x 
4•/--r For h = 0.35, the variationally-predicted and numerically observed sPparations for 
this solution, are, respectively, 2z1 = 4.85 and 2z1 ::::: 5.60. 

Both "double-,t,_" complexes are shown in Fig.7. On the same pictun· we plot the 
corresponding linear combinations,;,_,;,_ --- for PXactly the same vahws of the separation. 

Finally, we also obtained the asymmetric two-soliton solution, ~'(-+)· This compl<'x 
"lives" a~ the third orbit and detadws from the corresponding ,j•(++l and 4•(--) solutions at 
their nwrging point, h = h,tu = 0.3318065. At tlw reference point h = 0.35, tlw complex 
·~-'{-+) has the orbital distance 2.::3 ::::: 28.075 whereas the potential of intera.ction has its third 
maximum at 2z3 = 27.45. This solution is presented in Fig.8. The li1H'ar s11perpositiu11 
,;,_¢+ is also shown for the sake of comparison. 

Here we should mention a computational problem enconntered in obtaining this asym
metric solution. For small h close to the turning point we were ahlP to compute it with th<' 
residual ti~ 10-3 _ However, as we moved in the direction of grPater h, the conH·rg<'nn· of 
our 11umerical algorithm deteriorated and we had to i·elax tlw rPsidual. In particular, the 
portion of the asymmetric branch plotted by the dashed line in Fig.5, was cont put.Pd with 
the residual {j ~ 10-6 -10- 5 . Tlw separation value 2z3 = 28.075 in Table I, was obtained 

with the residnal ti= 0.5 x 10-6
• 

We also have to mention here that we w,-•re not able to find th<' as:\"mmctric solnt iun 

living on the first (or second) orbit. 

4.2 Three-soliton complexes 

We now proceed to three-soliton associations. Two distinct "thn•t•-,J,+,. solutions ,lt-tarh from 
the flat background at the point h = h. (spe Fig.5). The first solution has :: ::::: 7.15, and. 
comparing to the first maximum of the potential lfeff (which lies at :: = 7.925), w,· id,·ntify 
it with the first orbit. The other solution has :; ::::: 28.0 whereas th<' third extn·nmm of l' .. rr 
is at z,1 = 28.425. Conseqnently, this solution can be interpreted as t!H' third orbit. 
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Fig.6 The 'I'(++) solutions (solid line). a,b: the first orbit, 'f'(++); c,d: the third orbit, 'f'(++)· 
For comparison, we also show the linear superposition¢+¢+ for the same value of the separation 

(dashed line). (On c,d the dashed and solid line are undistinguishable). 
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Fig.7 The V'(--) complexes. a,b: the first orbit, ¢/_-); c,d: the third orbit, 'f'(--)· For 
comparison, we also show the linear superposition ,j,_,j,_ for the same value of the separation 
( dashed line). 
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for the same value o( the separation, but the two curves appear to be graphically indistinguishable. 
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lkcn·asing h from h = h. to tllP thrPshold value ht1,, = 0.3318065, the third orbit goes 
owr to the 4'•/---) solution (tllP uppermost cun·p in th<> bifurcation diagram Fig.5). At 
/, = O.:J:i tlw separation distance betwPen the cPntral and the side solitons, is =3 ::::, 26.175. 
which is in a reasonable agreement with the third extrernum of U,ff: =3 = 25.57-5. Fig.JO 
displays this solution as well as another V'(---) complex, to be described furthc>r 011. 

:-\t. the turning point ht1u = 0.:1318065 two morP thrPe-soliton branches are tangent to thP 
•1•f---) - if-f+++) curw. Orlf' of thesP is the IP(+-+) complex which has z::::, 25.05. The fact 
that this solution rnn be identified with the complPX V'(+-+) follows from tllP comparison \\'ith 
th<> variational estimate which gives =,i = 27.50 for tlw corrPsponding linear combination. 
and fro111 the graphical comparison of the two configurations, Fig.I 1. 

\\·,. haw already c>ncountert'd a collective stat<' of the soliton !}•_ and two solitons l'+ in 
Sec.2: sec Fig.:l e,f. However solitons constituting that complt'X had the separation distann· 
: ::::, l-1.80 which is dose to thP srcond t'Xtwmum of tlw corrc>sponding interaction potential. 
=, = l 7.27.'i. Consequently, the multisoliton solution discussed in Sec.2 should be ident ili,·d 
as tlw 1/•f+-+) complPx (i.e., the sPcond orbit). 

For tl1ost' h where thP second orbit was found, its Pnergy is practically equal to thl' <'nergy 
of the corresponding third orbit, 'I/•/+-+)· (For this reason the two curves nwrgc into onP in 
Fig.5.) How,•ver the two orbits ·an' diffl'rl'nt in their n·siwctive domains of existenn·: we 
were unable to continue tht' branch 1/•f +-+l to the left of the value Ii ::::, O.:H(i5 whereas the 

rnmplex ii'(+-+l exists all way to tlw th<' turning point h,hr = 0.:3:318065 (se,· Fig.5). 

At. the turning point h,hr, the V'(+-+) solution transforms into the ~'(-+-) complex. Th<' 
latter rnllectiw state has :::3 ::::, 28.75, with thP variational estimate giving =:i = 27.:iO. The 
corresponding profiles are plotted in Fig. I 2. 

The above four three-soliton collectivP states "live" at the third orbit. \\',· han· also 

found the corresponding first-orbit comp!Pxes, ·t/>/+++)• ,J.•/---)• ,/•/+-+)· and t•/-+-J· The 
41
'/---) branch (see Fig.10 a,b) is the second branch from the top in Fig . .'i. Th<' nunwricall_,· 

observe,! solution has the separation =1 ::::, .'i.9G while the variational estimate is ::: 1 = -1.70. 
At h;\,, = 0.3:19644 it turns into the 1/J/-+-) solution, plotted in Fi!!:.12 a,b. T\w obsc·nTd 
separation is :::1 ::::, 8.80 while the variational estimate is z1 = 7.15. 

Tilt' 1/,•/+++) branch (sPe Fig.9 a,b) detaches from tlw flat solution: it has =1 ::::, 7.-15, with 
th.- variational estimate bein/1: :::1 = 7.925. At tlw point. h~(., = O.:l-tHil2 it turns into another 
t.hree-soliton first-orbit complex which deserves a. spPcial comment. 

The solution in question has a shape similar t.o an ice-cream cone (fig.l:l.) It. is not. quite 
obvious wlwther this solution should br identified with thr ,J,/+-+) or I/'/---) rnmpkxes. 
In ordt'r to make the accurate identification, W<' compare thr numerica.lly found "in·-<T<'illll 
cone" solution with the lin<'ar combinations ,f,+if•-~•+ (Fig.I;! ,i,b) and,;,_,;,_,;,_ (Fig.l:l ,·.d). 
Graphically, the 'l/•+1/,_,J.,+ seems to provide a bet.t.er approximation. This indicat<'s that. the 
"ice-cream cone" should be identified with the\''/+-+) complex. Anotlwr indi,·ation ,·onws 
from the relation between the energies of the first-orbit complexes. Since the ~•- solit.011 is 
"more energt'tic" than 1/'+, it is natural to expe,rt. the enrrgies to relate as E/+++)< /:'i+-+l< 

El-+-)< El---)· This relation betwPen thl' ,·1wrgiPs of tlw numerically ohtai1wd first orbits 

is achievPd only if the "ice-cream cone'' is idPnt.ified with till' V'c+-+l' 
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5 Concluding remarks and open problems 

I. ,\ striking feature of the bifurcation diagram Fig.5 is almost the total absence of second
orbit complex<'s predicted by the variational approach. For example, the potential of inter
action of two ~•- solitons has two maxima. at 2.::1 = 4.85 and 2.::3 = 25.60, respecti\·ely. and 
a minimum in between, at 2.::2 = 15.:~5 (see Table I). However. despite all our attempts. 
11·,· did not succeed in obtaining the compl<"x tl'f--l by means of our Newtonian iterative 
algorithm. A similar situation occurrPd for most of the second-orbit complexes: t lw only 

<'xcq,t ion was the 'i'(+-+) solution. 
,\ natural question is, tlwrefore, whether thPse second orbits are really suppressed by 

sornP exclusion principle or is this simply a cons<"quence of a deficiency of our numerical 
schenw. In order to check on this, direct mmwrical simulations of the full time-dqwndenl 
NLS (2) were carriPd out, with thP initial condition in the form of two ,;,_ solitons al tlw 
distann· of approximately 2.::2 from Pach otlwr. Th.- formation of tlw stab!.- hound stat,· 
1/•c--l was indeed observed in these simulations [15]. (It is worth noting hen' that th,, 4'<--l 
complex had also b!'C'n observed for stronger dam pings, -y = 0.6. Sep [8].) Thus we st.ill 
tH'ed to 1111df'rstand what preveuts this and other s.-cond-orbit complPXt's from the 1111m,·rical 
dPtPction within the stationary NLS equation (:l). 

2. It is interesting to compare the soliton separations as predicted by the pert11rbatin· 
formula (45) with positions of the extrema of tlw potential Ueff obtained by the calculation 
of the energy of two- and three-soliton linear combinations, and with the actual separations 
of solitons in the numerically found multisoliton comp!PX<'S. (That is, to comparP thP third. 
S<'cond and first columns in Tables I and 2.) As it could have been expected, th,• pern•ntage 
error in the approximatE' rPsults decreases as one proceeds from lower to higlwr orbits and 
the linear combination approximation b.-comes mor<' adequate. 

ThPr<' is a. very good agrPement betwPP!l the perturbatiw values (45) a.nd positions of 
extrema of I I err for complexes made up of 1/,_ so Ii tons only ( V'(--) and V'(---) ). The agre,·nH·nt 
is worse for complexes involving solitons 1/-+- For Pxample, the perturbatiw \'alu,· for the 
third orbit is 51r/(2k) = 25.601 while tlw full variational n·sults for t.lw \'(---)' "(+-+) 
and 1/-(+++) complexes are 25.575, 27.50 and 28.425, respectively. ThP deterioration of the 
agreement for complexes involving if,+ is d,w to a w.-aker localization of the 1!•+ solitons in 
the neighbourhood of the point h = h •. 

Finally, we need to mention that for tlw complexPs of thP if,_ solitons sitting 011 the first 
orbits (1/•/--) and it>/---)), the perturbative formula. (45) gives a so11H·what more acrnrat<' 
result than the full variational approach. (SeP Tabl.-s I and 2.) Tlw nature of this plw
nome11on has rPma.ined unc!Par. OnP possible explanation could lw that the relation (-15) 
lwtwpen the asymptotic wawnumbPr and separation distance is def'per than till' ,·xplirit 
perturbative expression for the soliton which wa.s usPd in its df'rivation. 

3. We mentioned several other computational problems that we faced and that. are still 
awaiting their nesolution. These inclnde tlw continuation of the asymmetric ~}-+) solution 

in the direction of higher hand the continuation of the 'Pf+-+) branch towards smallt'r h. 

4. With a single exception of the 1/'(-+) complPx, WP did not discuss asymmetric two and 
three-soliton collective states. We eXp!'ct asymmetric branches t.o detach from sy11mwtric 
complexes at all five turning points. For .-xample, thP 1/•l-++) and v·t--+) brand1t•s should 
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Table I 

2z1 2z1 1r/21.: 2z2 2z2 31r /21.: 2z3 2z3 51r/21.: 
num. var. num. var. num. var. 

¢1++1 7.60 7.9.5 5.120 - 18.20 15.:361 28.00 28.45 2-5.601 
'P(--) 5.60 4.8-5 -5.120 - 15.:35 15.:161 26.20 2.5.60 25.601 
ii'(-+) 7.90 .5.120 - 17.20 15.:161 28.07,5 •) 27.45 2,5.601 

Table 2 

ZJ ZJ 1r/2k Z2 Z2 :11r /21.: Z3 Z3 51r/2k 
num. var. num. var. num. var. 

1P(+++) 7.45 7.92-5 ,5.120 - 18.175 15.:361 28.00 28.425 2.5.601 
1P(---) .5.9.5 4.70 ,5.120 - 15.:32[) l!'i.:161 26.175 25.,575 25.601 
1/'(+-+l .5.02 6.925 5.120 14.80 17.27,5 1.5.:361 25.05 27.50 25.601 
'P(-+-1 8.80 7.1.5 ,5.120 - 17.275 15.:l6J 28.75 27 .. 50 2,5.601 

Table 1 and 2. The intersoliton separations for the two- and three-soliton collective states. 
In each of the three cases, z1 , z2 and z3 , the first column is the separation distance for the numer
ically obtained solution and the second column is its variational approximation. For comparison 
we also produce the corresponding prediction of the perturbative formula (45) with k given by 
Eq.(13). In both tables h = 0.35; all calculations were done on the interval (-100, 100) using 
a sixth-order iterative algorithm with the step fl.x = 0.02,5 and residual value b ~ 10-s. The 
exception is •J where the residual was b = 0.,5 x 10-6 . 
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enwrge from the quartic turning point, where 1Pc+++l' 1/.'<+-+l' ij,f-+->' and 1/.{---J solutions 
med. 

:i. The bifurcation diagram Fig.5 is incomplete without understanding of how all mul
t.isoliton branches arc connected. 'We haw demonstrated, numerically, that thP li'- solution 
continues as the il'f +-+) complex. It is natural to expect more mergers between various pairs 
(or groups) of brandws in a neighbourhood of the point h = h •. We speculate that thP pro
cPss of proliferation of soliton complexes always occurs via the "addition" of low-energetic. 
sma.11-arnplitudr i/•+ solitons in tlw vicinity of h •. Details of this transformation art' still to 
lw clarifi.,d. 

(i. Wh<'n mm piling the existence chart for thP a.c-driven damped NLS equation, we haw 
identifi<'d t.wo characteristic regions of I values, 1 < 1/2 and 1 > 1/2 [!Of In the latter region 
(which thr pn·srnt papPr was dPvotrd to), solitons haw oscillatory tails and this giYes rise 
to an oscillatory potential of interaction, whose PXtrema correspond to stationary rnll.-cti,·e 
st.att•s. As we havP already mentioned, tlw proliferation of multisoliton states occurs ,·ia 
the attach1m·nt of low-energetic, small-amplitude i/'+ solitons near the value of I, where the 
I!•+ soliton nwrges with the flat solution. (This point corresponds to the upper boundary 
of the domain of existence of t.h.- i/•+-l In the fornwr region, neither I/•+ nor t'•_ solitons 
ha.w oscillatory tails in the vicinit.y of thP llH'rgPr point -~ yPt multisolit.on compl.-x,•s \\'Pr<' 
obserwd in computer simulations for 1 < 1/2 [9]. It would then·for<' be intPn·st.ing t.o find 
out what is the m.-chanism of their proliferation in that region. 

7. Anotlwr open question is the multisoliton states' stability and lifetime. The ,·ariational 
two-pa.rtidP approximation yiPlds a seqm•nn' of equilibrium soliton separations. the first om• 
correspomling t.o a maximum in their interaction potential [Teff, second to a minimum. and 
so 011. Consequently, one could expect that a.t lea.st for small da.mpings. thl' first and third 
orbits will bP unstable whilP the second one will have a finite lifrtimP duP to dissipat iH· losst's 
[8]. However, direct numerical simulations do not always support this intuitively appt'aling 
idea.. A suitable counterexample comes from tlw work of Wahnitz [9] who examin!'d tlw ras!' 
of 1 = 0.:lG0 and h = 0.2:J,J. In this case t.hr soliton's asymptotic value is 1~•0 12 = 0.0(il. 
the asymptotic wa.venumber /.; = 0.HJ0 and tlw pnturbative n·s1dts (45) for the first t.wo 
extrema of lfctr (the maximum and minimum, respectively), are 2::1 = 8.26 and 2.:2 = 2-1.78. 
On the other hand, the simulations of Ref.[!l] revea!Pd a stable stationary solit.on doublet 
with the separation distance 2z ::::, 8. Contrary to what onp could ha.vr expectrd from th!' fact 
tha.t this bound state is stable, it obviously corr<'sponds to tlw ma.rimum of tlw interact.ion 
potential (i.e. it should be identified with the~•(--) complex.) 

8. The fact that some of the m1lltisoliton sta.tes ma.y prove to be unst.abk. dot's not m,•an 
they would play no role in the soliton dynamics. Numerical sinmla.tions imlicatP that som!' 
l,:mpomlly-pcriodic solitons have a. spatial structurP simila.r to the- first-orbit. two and tlm•,·
soliton complexes [16, 17] and so the soliton rnlkctiw statPs may happen to prn,·icl,· a bt'tll'r 
starting point for the perturbative or variationa.l construction of tim,0 -dqwndPnt solutions. 
Another reason to keep an eye on the unstable states comes from th.- fact that they will be 
visit.-d by chaotic attractors. Multihump structures wer<> irnfred observed in simulations of 

~ chaotic regimes in th<> damped driven sine-Gordon and NLS equations [11. Hi. li]. 
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EaparnettKOB H.B., CMHpttoii IO.,C. ES-97-1 Il 
KoJrneKTHBf!bie coCTOJIHHJI COJIHTOHOB tteJIHHeiiuoro ypastteHHJI _ 

" lllpe.rittttrepa C BHell.lHt!H HaKa'IKOH H JlHCCimaui:ieii . 

. Jf3yqettb1 6_mpypKai.lH~ 110Kan11J6saH~b1x c'-rauttottapttb1x : pewettHH tteJIHH!,!HHoro 
ypastteHHJI lllpe.rim1repa c sttewtteii HaKa'-IKoli H n11cc11nautteii , · . . · 
·. · . ·'. _ i'P+.'¥ · +21'¥1 2 '¥=-'iy'l':...h/ni 

. ·. • . • ·- t xx •.·.·- .. ·.· ., >. 

s 0611aCTH 6011bwttx: y (y > I /2). Al1J1 KruKLIOH napbl h H y,ttMe~TC51 nsa. cos1.tecrno 
C}'llleCTBYJOlUHX COJIHTOHa . 'I'+ H . . 'I'-·. C. YBeJIH'-leHHeM .. MOlUHOCTH mu~a'-IKH h 
npil cjmKCHpoBaHHOM JHa'-leHHH napaMeTpa y COJIHTOH 'I'+ C:TJHBaeTCJI C nJIOCKHM !pOHO- . 
Bhlr,t peweHHe_M, a .'I'...: 06pa3yeT1 crnuH611apttoe KOJIJieKTHBHoe coCTOJIHHe c ABYM51 
«nCHcnJIIOCaMH»: ' 'I' - ➔ 'Pc+ - +)· TaK)Ke non}"leHbi'. npyrne. cTauHOHapi:lble peweHHJI, 

'," ,OHM H)leHTHcjmuHposattf,1 KaK MYJibTHCOJIHTOHHble · KOMn11eKcb1 'Pc++), 'Pc-....:), 'Pc-+); 
'I'c- - -)"', '¥(..: + -) H T.Jl. Coorne:rcrnyiom»e pacqOJIHHJI lde)K.lly COJIHTOH_aMH tpaBHHBalOTCJI 
c paccio.!IHHJIMH; no11Y4°e!UibIMH nptt HcnonhJOBaiiHH sapHaUHOl!Hoii.annpoKcH_MaUl-iH. 

Pa6oTa BblnC)JIHe!la B °JJa6·opaTQp~H Bbl'-IHCnHTeJlbHOH TeXHHKH H aBTOMaTHJaUHH ornm. . . . ' - . 

· ITpenpHHT Ofu.e)lHHeHHoro HHCTHTyr~ ll)lepHl,IX JfCCJJe.11ooa11Hii. ·.Uy6tta, .1997 
~ . . ' .. . ' . - ~ 

Barashenkov, I. V ., Smirnov -Yu.S. - ES-97-111 
Collective States of Externally Driven, Damped Nonlinear Schrodinger 
-Soiitons · · 

. . :· We study bifurcations of localize·d_ stationary· soiitons of the externally driven, 
damped nc:mlinear Schrodinger equatio~ .. ·. _ . . . . 

· • u,- "' · . 2 1 "' I 2 \lJ ' • "' h in 1 . I T t + T XX+ T . T, = - I YT_ _-. e ·, , 

in the region ~f la~ge y (Y> 1'/2). :For ea~h p~ir of h ~ndy, there ~re two coexisting 
··solitons, '¥+ and _'I'-. As 'the driver's strength h increases for the fixed y, the 'I'~ soliton 
merges with the flat background while the 'I' i forms a: stationary collective state with two 
«psi-pluses»: 'I'- ➔ '¥(+ c..,+)• We obtain pther stationary _solutions· and identify them 
as rimltisoliton complexex '¥(++);''¥(--),'¥(-:-+),'Pc..:.--\ 'Pc-+::.) etc.The corresponding 
inters~liton -separatio~s ~re compared to predictions of •a v~riationa! approximation. . . 
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